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ontemporary American racism is not cut and dry' It's not as if
o.rly thor. who don hoods and burn crosses or raise Nazi salutes
are racists. "Enlightened" racism is much more comPlicated.
Today's typical racisi rhetorically abhors racism. Author Gloria
Yurr-ruto *.it., that charges of racism drive "usually tranquil white
liberals wild when they get called on it." Racism, in today's American
society, is, quite frankly, out of vogue. Stilf it's persistent'

Modern Rocism

Modern racism divides oppressed peoples into categories of "good
ones" and "bad ones."The good ones are those folks who, against the
odds of a gamed system, have prospered. Such success stories are often
spotlightJ in the media-being newsworthy because of their relative
rarityln the media. For the enlightened racist' these narratives serve as
further proof that the "bad ones" have only failed because of their own
shortcomings. Absent in the simplistic analysis offered by.these twin
images i, ur-r:y reference to systemic racism that condemns historically
disivantag.d p.op1.t to poor schools, poor housing and poor health'
And of courr. ih.." is no recognition of the fact that so many members
of the dominant culture were born into privilege.This privilege includes
being born into a family with college educated pafents and_attending
well"funded schools,being networkedwith peoplewho can helpyou find
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jobs,_or even living in a communiry where there are jobs
to be had. This
privilege also includes being born into a group thai is not persistently

suffering from various form of raciar or ethnic discrimination.
Racism is less about skin color or any other physical marker than
about the power of.the dominant group. It .o^tirr.ts and supports
privilege, or political and economic, advantage. And of course where
there is privilege there is oppression since nJody can enjoy
privilege
without someone else suffering a lack of privilege. with racism, one
group gains and maintains power over another group.
The united srates was built on a foundatiJn of racism. This is
an
ugly reality we need to face up to. Across the Americas, European

invaders slaughtered
_

supposed superiority

or assimilated Native peoples based on the
of European culture atrd religions over what

we now know were more sustainable Native .rlt*.r. Employing
words like "savage" and "primitive," so caned "modern" and,,,civ1lized,,
cultures unleashed a historically unprecedented holocaust upon
the
hemisphere. This racism was continued as modern America
was built
with enslaved African laborers and indentured workers, primarily
from china and Ireland. And it continues today in various forms
as the dominant groups in America maintain their economic
and
political dominance over traditionally subjugated groups) such as

Native Americans-including those
Latin America.

*ho"eligr"rla rror,h

from

To fully understand the scope of this racism, it is useful to examine
how community activists in the united States are manipulated into
supporting racist movements targeting Native American rights and
the sovereign political identities of Native nations. In New yo]rk
State,
for example, community activists are fanning the flames in the u.S.
and_ Canada's ongoing war against the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois
Six Nations).
In the consciousne ss of most Americans and canadians, these wars
are relegated to the realm of_history, yet flare-ups are now
occurring
across Six Nations territory. Armed ontario go.,r.r.r-.r.t
forces spent
most of 2006 engaged in a standoffwith residents and supporters
of
the six Nations Grand River Reserve over contested land where a
lo-cal developer is attempting to build a subdivision in the
municipality
of Caledonia.
As the conflict at Six Nations heated up in the summer of 2006,
officers from the u.S. Border Patrol and Bureau of Alcohol,Tobacco,
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Firearms and Explosives mysteriously appeared north of the border in
Caledonia, where Native prote sters commandeered their unmarked car.
In doing so they made the U.S. presence into a news story. Canadian
media reported that U.S. officials were ostensibly in Canada to "observe"
how Canadian police dealt with Native protesters.
One hundred and thirry miles to the southeast, Central New
York's Upstate Citizens for trquality is using U.S. courts to challenge
Haudenosaunee sovereignfy-including that of the Oneida land where
that Nation's Turning Stone Casino is located.
On both sides of the border, officials from the powerful immigrantsettled states impose their laws and courts upon the Haudenosaunee

nations when settling territorial disputes. The U.S. and Canada,
however, never conquered the sovereign Haudenosaunee nations.
Haudenosaunee territorial sovereignty is guaranteed by internationally
recognized peace treaties signed in good faith with the U.S. and Canada
and with Canada's former landlords. The U.S. in particular recognized
this sovereignty before it gained sa\ny as a conquering power, hence
it failed to create many of the paper loopholes it subsequently used to
attack Native sovereignty in western North America.

Sovereignly

This uncompromising sovereignty is the legal basis that allows the
Seneca Nation, historically part of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, to

build, for example, casinos on its land-including its newly re-acquired
Buffalo Creek territory adjacent to downtown Buffalo, New York. For
U.S. citizens, the emergence of sovereign foreign territory in the middle
of Buffalo may be a difficult concept to swallow. This retaking of lost
territory was made possible by a rather recent piece of congressional
legislation articulating a deal with the Seneca Nation allowing the
U.S. city of Salamanca to remain on their Allegheny reservation in
exchange for recognizing Seneca rights to annex properfy that they
purchase within their historic land claim area.
This deal poses a real challenge for activists who oppose
casino gambling. As independent sovereign states, the historically
Haudenosaunee nations on the U.S. side of the border, have a right
like other sovereign nations around the globe to write their own laws,
and to decide internally whether, for example, casino gambling will
be legal or illegal in their lands. The challenge then, is how to <-rppose
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casino plans by a neighboring nation without opposing the right of that
nation to exist? Or put simply, how to be anti-casino without being
anti-Indian-how to oppose casinos without supporting the centuriesold war against the Haudenosaunee?
Of course, this is possible if seldom practiced. People oppose bingo
without opposing the Catholic Church. They organize against state
lotteries and state-run off track betting parlors without opposing the
existence of states. Ultimately, with intelligence, anti-casino forces
could oppose casinos without opposing Native nations'sovereignry or
Native peoples in general.
Western New York, however, is witnessing an ugly courtship
between anti-casino and anti-Indian political forces.InJune of 2006,
for example, Coalition Against Gaming in NewYork ChairJoel Rose,
a community activist, e-mailed a message entitled "Good News on
Tirrning Stone" to his membership listserv. In it, he celebrated a New
York State Court of Appeals decision against Cayuga and Oneida
land claims. This court victory does not stand up to the muster of
international law, which Haudenosaunee leaders consider the proper
jurisdiction for such disputes.
Rose was excited because the case could eventually lead to the
closing of the Oneida Tirrning Stone Casino in Central New York. If
so, and if the Oneidas refuse to comply, it could also lead to some form
of armed takeover of Oneida land-what elsewhere in the world we
call war.

Anyone cheering such a court victory is cheering the unilateral
imposition of NewYork State 1aw on a sovereign nation-much like the
invasion of Kuwait by Iraq which led to the first Gulf War. While this
imposition could lead to the closure of a casino, it would be like nuking
a city to kill one fugitive. fhe casino would be closed-but only after
the Oneida's land was occupied, and their identity as a sovereign nation
eradicated. This kind of violation of U.S. treaties and international law
is nothing that any person should celebrate.
These same activists never called for invading Canada to shut down
Canadian casinos, even though the Canadian casinos are much closer
to their home base of Buffalo, N.Y. Sure, this idea is ludicrous. But
why isn't it just as ludicrous to ask the New York and United States
governments to do exactly that to the Senecas? Is it acceptable just
because it's possible? Because we're strong and they're weak? Because
we've done that to Native nations so manv times before?

*
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I wrote to Rose, asking him why he reveled in the possible

closure

of one nation's casino 150 miles from his home,while giving a pass to
nearby Canadian casinos just across the Niagara River. Rose responded'
writing that his group tries to "focus on what we can reasonably hope
to ha.r! some influence over, and that does not include the actions of
the government of Ontario."
Rose went on to explain that I "misunderstood the legal status
the Indian nations. They are sovereign," he argued, "but the meaning

of
of

sovereign is something different than the sovereignty of truly foreign
nationssuch as Canada."He based his argument on the fact that there
are Indian individuals who are also U.S. citizens,who payU.S. taxes and
who vote in U.S. elections. More Canadian and Mexican transplants
fit into that category then Haudenosaunee) but I've never heard that
argument used to negate Canadian or Mexican sovereignty, which is
grounded in the same legal precepts as Haudenosaunee sovereignty.

Th.r" are also Haudenosaunee who have refused dual-citizenship,
travel on their own passpofts, never vote in U.S. elections and don't
pay taxes.
The question which I posed in the beginning is,when do anti-casino
activists cross the line to racism? Is it when they overlook their own
U.S. federal law concerning Native tribes and nations, which begins
with treaties, which the U.S. Constitution recognize as the supreme
law of the land? Is it when they foster the same old states' rights
arguments used in the 1960s to support an American Apartheid known
asiegregation to battle the very existence of Native nations? Is it when
they lose the ability to see Indians as having rights to keep and interpret
their own history? Is it when they assume that their government has
a paternal right to afrange Indian affairs as it sees fit? Is it when they
brand Indians as criminals for following their own laws, many ofwhich
pre-exist the state of New York and the United States? Is it when they
interpret historic Haudenosaunee treafy rights to sovereignty to be
somehow less than those of Canadians or Mexicans?

(oyugo: Nol Jusl o Nome

Locally, the map of central and western New York was drawn
by military leaders who, after the American Revolution, sent the U.S'
Army into Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) territory to annihilate Native
populations. cayuga Lake, for example, is circled by historic markers
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denoting Cayuga villages and orchards burned during the Sullivan
Campaign of 1779. Then there are the markers commemorating the
first homes built by white men, right in the wake of that campaign.
Armed with the ideology of racism and employing the practice of ethnic
cleansing, this was about power and political advantage. In short, it was
a land grab-with mass murder as its too1.
This is what sets racism against Native Americans apart from
racism targeted against other oppressed groups. The U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, in its 1981 report, Indian Tribes: A Continuing Quest
for Survival, noted that the development of civil rights issues for
Native Americans evolved in reverse of the pattern for other oppressed
groups in North America. "Politically," the report states, other groups
"started with nothing and had attempted to gain a voice in the existing
economic and political structure. Indians started with everything
and have gradually lost much of what they had to an advancing alien
civilization." This pattern of losing power and wealth has victimized
Native populations in North America, forcing most Indian nations
and tribes into poverty. Enlightened racists have subsequently blamed
Indians for that poverty-often with no understanding of this history
or its consequences.
In recent decades as Native nations, including those of the
Haudenosaunee, regained political power, land base and economic
stabiliry the anti-Indian movement has bloomed, almost humorously
charactenzing white America as an underdog beside Native nations.
Hence, in the villages of Union Springs and Caprga, N.Y., on the
shores of Caluga Lake, in Cayrga Counry we now have an almost allwhite group of people oxymoronically called the "fJpstate Citizens for
Equaliry" who have formed to oppose a sovereign CaSruga presence.
In essence, what the group is doing, is struggling to maintain its own
political advantage over the people who historically had jurisdiction
over the land that the group's members now claim as their own.
In 2002, Upstate Citizens branched out to form a Western New
York (Buffalo) Chapter to combat Seneca land claims and eventually
join forces with anti-casino activists-in effect attempting to co-opt
the anti-gaming forces into the anti-sovereignfy movement. (Ironically,
their office is located on Indian Church Road in the Buffalo suburb of
West Seneca.) After I wrote a column for Buffalo's weekly ArtVoice,
asking the question, "when do well intentioned activists cross the line
to racism?," Joel Rose, a leader of Buffalo's anti-casino movement,
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responded, writing a letter arguing, "We are not racists: I have never
uttered a racist word or expression." Rose went on to defend the
Upstate Citizens for Equality, arguing, "UCtr has based its position
on the distinctly non-racist notion that we should all be playing by the
same rules."
The problem with this argument is that the rules UCE argues we
all have to play by arent mutually agreed upon-they are the rules
that white society imposed on the Haudenosaunee during the Sullivan
Campaign. In his letter, Rose goes on to describe Haudenosaunee
territory as "islands of sovereignty in the middle of a modern nation."
Nour,while Rose isn't donning a hood or shouting epithets, he is arguing
the notion that Indians who live in the here and now are somehow
not part of the modern world, and that hence, they have to play by
rules that a so-called modern nation imposes upon them. This is the
same rhetorical argument white society used to justif, genocide and
ethnocide against supposed "savage," "primitive" or "uncivilized" Indian
nations in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
What UCE and Rose are arguing for is not equality-it's the
maintenance of a power dynamic that privileges non*natives at the
cost of disempowering Native nations. And of course, Rose's statement
begs the question, if Native nations are not modern nations, then what
exactly is Rose suggesting they are? And if this assumption justifies
their disempowerment, then is it racist?

The Finol Solufion

Upstate Citizens

for Equality and the

anti-casino Coalition
Against Gaming in New York tie together though their leadership, with
Daniel Warren serving as Chair of the Western New York Chapter of
Upstate Citizens and as a Director of the Coalition. Warren also owns
the Internet domains for both groups'web sites, listing the Upstate
Citizens'chapter office in West Seneca, NewYork, as the administrator's
address for the Coalition's web site.In a letter responding to my abovementioned ArtVoice column, Warren also identifies lJpstate Citizens as
a member organrzation of the coalition against gaming.
What is interesting here is that while Upstate Citizens is antitribal sovereignty, and hence, one could argue, anti-Haudenosaunee,
since Haudenosaunee identity and political power are enfwined with
sovereignty, Upstate Citizens is not against gaming. And interestingly
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enough neither is Coalition chair Daniel Warren. He's just against
Native nations controlling casinos. In his letter, Warren wrote that he
supports "either the rescission or full legalization of gambling, but not
the granting of a monopoly fto Native nations]."
So if Warren, a director of the anti-casino coalition, is not against
casinos, then what exactly is he againstl According to Warren, Upstate
Citizens supports "an expeditious and final resolution of all Indian
land claims."The Niagara Frontier Chapter of Upstate Citizens echoes
this call in their mission statement. It's alarming to see anyone calling
for "final resolutions" to any ethnic conflict since the phrase echoes the
well-known Nazi "final solution" calling for the annihilation through
genocide of the Jewish people. Nazis came up with their so-called
solution only after first discussing the forced relocation of Jews onto
reservations in Madagascar. fJpstate Citizens' idea of a final solution
is the ultimate negation of Native sovereignty-a sovereignq. that has
until now survived five hundred years ofoppression and is integral to
Haudenosaunee and Seneca identity.
It's also interesting to point out that Haudenosaunee nations don't
have the monopoly on gambling that Warren describes. New York, like
most other U.S. states, is now replete with "racinos," off-track betting
parlors, keno, lotto and lotteries, bingo etc. In addition New Yorkers
paftontze casinos in neighboring states and Canadian provinces. In
his letter, coalition chair Rose answered my question as to why his
organization focuses just on Indian-run casinos, writing that, for
example, "Bingo generally involves low stakes and has low potential for
addiction." Bingo also, howeveq often involves low-income gamblers
according to a 2003 report by the Texas Lottery Commission, for
whom losing low stakes can be as economically disastrous as a middleclass person losing high stakes at a casino. By focusing on Indian
gaming and not gambling in general, by joining forces with Upstate
Citizens, and by admitting leadership that is not opposed to gambling,
the Coalition Against Gaming in New York has crossed the line from
being an anti-casino group to being an anti-Indian group.
The issue always comes back among anti-Indian hate groups to
sovereignty. Niagara University Hospitality Management Professor
Steve Siegel, for example, in a cover story he wrote for Bufralo's weekly
ArtVoice, explains that an Indian-run casino at Buffalo Creek would
have an unfair advantage over other businesses.
To make his point, Siegel echoes an old anti-sovereignty argument,
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explaining that U.S. federal, state and local agencies will not have
authority to regulate Seneca activities. He writes "those who feel they
were discriminated against by Indian employers"will not be able to file
a complaint with the U.S. National Labor Relations Board. He goes
on to explain that victims of sexual harassment in Indian businesses
"cannot sue the Seneca Nation for lost wages or psychological damages
in [U.S.] federal court."The same holds true, however, for workers in
Canadian casinos-or any businesses outside of the U. S. for that matter.
This is sovereignty. Workers are protected, or not protected, by the laws
of the nations where theywork-with some nations having stronger or
weaker worker protection laws then the U.S.
It's interesting that Siegel, whose article attacks sovereignty but
not the idea of casinos, chose to discuss hypothetical sexual harassment
and discrimination by Indians. By doing so he is continuing an old
reconstruction-era tradition of terri$ring white audiences with images
of emancipated black males sexually victimizing helpless white female
victims.This was an underlying theme, for example,in Birth of a Nation,
the first epic-length motion picture made.
Siegel goes on to list all of the areas, ranging from health permits
and inspections, to music and liquor licenses, where Native businesses
will be unregulated. Absent in the professor's analysis, however, is the
fact that the Senecas, as a sovereign nation, are the ones who regulate
and adjudicate all of these issues as they see fit-just like their sovereign
Canadian counterparts across the Niagara river-without needing
paternalistic oversight from their U.S. neighbors.
This is what enrages Native peoples as racist-the unquestioned
notion that sovereign Indian nations are not competent to manage
their own affairs.This idea of Native peoples needing paternal oversight
was the justification used by U.S. administrations for imposing Bureau
of Indian Affairs control over Native resources, primarily in Western
North America. These officials often then looted Native resources,
giving sweetheart deals to white-owned mineral and energy extraction
companies. As a result, since the inception of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA), Native nations have lost over L37 billion dollars in assets
and potential revenues due to BIA corruption and mismanagement.
Yes, potential victims may not be able to sue the Seneca Nation
under U.S. federal labor laws, as Siegel argues. But what Siegel doesn't
mention, is that they can sue in Seneca Peacemakers Court-in
the Nation where the infraction occurred. Siegel apparently doesn't
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understand or respect the long-standing traditions of sovereignty and
justice in Native America.This argument that Native tribes and nations
cant govern themselves is part and parcel of the colonizer's fabrication,
a fabrication that the great white fathers of the U.S. and Canada
used to bring Native nations to the brink of annihilation through the
methodology of ethnic cleansing. Here the enlightened racist, the one
who twists the language and the law to outlaw indigenous America,
shows his face.

Michael I. Niman is an assistant professor of communications at Bffilo State
Callege. He is a member of the Minority Media and Tblecommunications Council
brain trust and a member of the Steering Committee of the Unionfor Demacratic
Communications.
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